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It all starts with education. 
We need to provide a world-class education to every student no 
matter their zip code, race, or religion. 

Ensuring each child receives a quality education in Rhode Island is a 
commitment I plan to uphold to the highest standards as Governor. 
Our education system, despite being one of the top 20 in the nation 
for per-pupil spending, continues to show abysmal outcomes. US News reports Rhode Island being 39th 
in the country for education, while Massachusetts is ranked 2nd. This is unacceptable. We will look to learn 
from the lessons of Massachusetts when they embarked on their turnaround.

Looking closer to home, The Institute for Education Policy 
at John Hopkins wrote a 93-page “devastating” report on 
the state of schools in Providence. RICAS scores from 2018 
showed 17% of 3rd grade students achieved proficiency in 
math, compared with about 6% for 8th grade students. While 
that was the first year of the RICAS exam, the researchers said 
a similar drop-off was seen on the results of other tests since 
2015. In fact, only 3% of Providence 8th graders achieved 
proficiency in math on the 2017 PARCC test. 

In 2021, Rhode Island Comprehensive Assessment System (RICAS) scores showed only 20% of Rhode Island 
students are proficient in math, and 33% are proficient in English. Just recently, the Wall Street Journal 
reported that reading and math scores plummeted during the pandemic. Fourth-grade scores for worst 
performers could take decades to rebound and weigh on economic output.  

This situation requires 
immediate attention 
(from all stakeholders) 
and innovation, not 
just additional funding 
without specific 
performance indicators 
attached. My platform 
for education seeks 
to establish a public education system in which a child’s educational outcome is not dependent on their 
zip code, students are set up for future success, parents’ rights are protected, teachers are supported, and 
families seek out opportunities in Rhode Island. I’m looking forward to working with the Commissioner,  
the teachers, the parents, the students, the school committees, the Mayors and Town Administrators, and 
Mayor-Elect Brett Smiley on turning around our education system. 

I will be the Education Governor.

EDITORIAL:  
“RI Schools’ Poor Performances—Are We Out of Adjectives Yet?”

10/29/21

Providence Proficiency Rates Over Time
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ASHLEY KALUS HAS A PLAN TO GET US BACK ON TRACK

Universal Pre-K

  Creating a world-class education system starts with 
investing in our youngest students and developing 
a universal pre-k system that leverages existing 
head start capacity, while also expanding access 
throughout our public school system. The evidence 
is clear that making this investment into early 
learning improves outcomes, it also provides a vital 
service in childcare for working parents in our state. 
I would seek to first build this program out to be 
accessible to every four-year-old in our state; after 
that, we can explore options to expand access to 
three-year-olds as well. 

Fix Our Funding Formula

  We need to fix our funding formula to ensure that 
dollars are spent adequately and proportionally 
throughout school districts, especially with regard 
to low-income communities and special education 
funding. We need to ensure that protections are 
enacted to prevent communities with smaller tax 
bases (local funding) from being left behind. Even 
with changes made in 2010, RIPEC still found that 
low-income communities are being left behind.
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Progress Based Testing 

  Next, we need to innovate the way we assess benchmarks and the progress of our students. Specifically, 
I would work to implement a progress-based testing system that would use an annual series of three short 
tests, administered in the fall, mid-year, and spring, that would accurately assess a student’s knowledge level 
at the start of the year and progress throughout. This approach ensures students who are struggling are better 
identified and corrective/support programs can be implemented efficiently.

  While Federal law requires all public school students grades three to eight to take annual assessments, these 
tests do little to help close learning gaps. Education has changed significantly since the current standardized 
testing policy was implemented in 2001, yet testing models remain stagnant. Our children will continue to 
fall further behind if we do not make use of  innovative solutions in regard to testing. In that vein,  Rhode 
Island schools must utilize progress-based testing to better understand the areas in which students are 
struggling throughout the year. This data would be invaluable for administrators and teachers as they 
develop their curriculum and lesson plans. To get there, the state must change the way it tests – an example 
of which is Matrix sampling. With Matrix sampling, individual students are given different, shorter test sets, 
which produce group-level information, rather than solely individual-based information. This helps school 
officials in specific districts identify areas that students are falling behind in as a whole and can promote early 
intervention where needed. We must be open to all  21st century testing models that have a proven track 
record of success as we reform Rhode Island’s education system.
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Closing the Achievement Gap 

  The COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated the achievement gap between our students and lowered overall 
outcomes for our students – this can be seen clearly with RICAS score comparison from 2019 to 2021. Our 
primary focus must be on closing this gap; we do this through a few programs: 

 �   Increasing options for public school choice: while we work to improve our entire education system, I also 
want to ensure that parents have the option to place their children in the best possible learning environment –  
no child should be stuck in a failing school. To this end, I will work to expand public school choice offerings 
both through our charter school network and traditional public schools so students in need of a better 
situation can find one.

 �   Create a target school improvement fund: Designed to allocate additional investments into schools 
currently falling behind, with a specific focus on improving K-3 literacy and math proficiency rates. Students 
must be able to read by 3rd grade.

 �   Improve “STREAM” Education: Refers to a well-rounded educational curriculum adapted from “STEM” – 
this stands for Science, Technology, Reading, Writing, Engineering, Art, and Math. 

    §  Goal of creating five new STREAM-focused schools (one per county) that use art and literacy to provide 
supplemental education to science and technology to prepare students for jobs of the future and the 
skills to perceive problems across multiple fields – these would be woven into our charter school system. 

 �   Intensive tutoring: Create a one-on-one tutoring program to directly aid students struggling the most and 
use an individually tailored approach to improving their outcomes. This would address COVID-19 learning 
loss in our most vulnerable populations, as well as aid in closing the achievement gap.

 �   Closing the digital 
divide: Our economy 
and world are changing 
rapidly, moving toward 
increased dependency 
on technology – to 
keep up with this rapid 
change, we must close 
the digital divide in our 
student population by 
increasing high-speed 
Internet access and 
digital literacy skills.
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Parental Involvement

  While teachers are the primary educator for students during school hours, parents are the primary stakeholder 
in their children’s education. The COVID-19 pandemic and remote learning gave parents a unique look inside 
the inner workings of their children’s classrooms. We must continue to provide full transparency to parents and 
ensure their right to be involved in every facet of their child’s education is protected. 

Education as a Constitutional Right

  Guaranteeing quality K-12 education as a fundamental, 
constitutional right in Rhode Island is essential to 
providing a world-class education and is long overdue. 
It ensures students in every school throughout the 
state are granted the right to have the best education 
available and holds schools accountable to stricter quality 
standards and reviews. Additionally, it allows for parents 
to ensure their students are being given quality and 
appropriate education, and ensures parents can hold the 
state government and school districts accountable. 

Constitutional right to an education fails in final hours of the 
General Assembly

6/23/22
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Building a Safe and Inclusive Learning Environment

  To ensure a safe, healthy, and inclusive environment Rhode Island must increase efforts to secure our schools, 
increase mental health resources, and support students with developmental disabilities. 

 �   Special Education: I will continue to support disability education for Rhode Islanders 3–22 years of age, 
while consistently working on expanding services, ensuring sufficient funding, and encouraging innovation 
to provide the best possible care and education to Rhode Islanders living with developmental disabilities.

 �   Increase Mental Health Resources: It has become abundantly clear more mental health resources are 
needed in our schools. I would work to increase the number of social workers and school psychologists in our 
public schools to provide resources to any student who is in need of help and catch potential problems earlier. 

 �   Cracking down on bullying: Bullying, especially cyberbullying, continues to be a very real threat plaguing 
our children. I will work to sponsor programs aimed at cracking down on this behavior, as well as providing 
students the tools to safely, respectfully, and responsibly use social media applications. 

 �   Increase Security: this is two-fold – first, I would support current efforts to audit the security at every school 
in Rhode Island and make security improvements necessary to harden buildings from external and internal 
threats. Second, I support placing a school resource officer (SRO) in every school. These officers can respond 
to threats quickly, and also provide the opportunity for students to interact directly with law enforcement – 
eventually improving relationships in communities.
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Classroom to Career (High School Programs)

  A quality public school education will make for a strong foundation to build a career – harnessing education 
and providing a full range of educational opportunities for students interested in traditional careers, trades, 
healthcare, and more will ensure Rhode Island has a well-trained workforce ready to backfill an aging one, 
especially in trades fields. This is accomplished through numerous pathways: 

 �   Improving Guidance Counseling: Not every student is destined to attend a four-year college; instead 
many of our students are incredibly proficient and have a high potential for success in the trades. We need 
to install better guidance counseling to better provide a tailored approach to student outcomes to ensure 
each student is put on the best path for success. 

 �   Apprenticeships/Internships: Rhode Island already has programs in place to allow high school students 
to intern/apprentice in certain companies in different industries. I would make it a priority to expand these 
offerings to give juniors and seniors as much real-world experience (and certifications) in high-demand 
careers. Additionally, I support expanding options for CTE courses and programming throughout Rhode 
Island public schools. 

 �   Industry in classrooms: Connect educators with industry leaders to create curriculums and lesson plans 
that have real-world applications for in-demand jobs and skills in Rhode Island, especially manufacturing 
and advanced manufacturing.

 �   Dual Enrollment: Currently, there are pathways for students to dual enroll in both high school curriculum 
and college courses to gain college credit. I would work to increase enrollment in this program and create 
the ability for students to graduate high school with both a high diploma and an associate’s degree  
(2-year degree).
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High-Quality Higher Education 

  Rhode Island has world-renowned 
institutions – we need to improve 
access and constantly be innovating our 
curriculums to ensure students graduate 
with the skills and tools needed to pursue 
a successful career in Rhode Island. 

 �  Support emerging industries: This is 
no more apparent than at the University 
of Rhode Island and our growing blue 
economy. I will make it a priority to 
support educational programs and investments, like blue economy education and innovation, that train 
students to build the economy of our future.

 �  Make College More Affordable: While we work to bring down the cost of college education, I would also 
work to lessen the burden students face in pursuing an education by working to provide low-to-no interest 
loans to eligible Rhode Island students. 

 �  Incentives to stay: We want students who graduate from our universities to stay and help drive the 
renaissance of our state. To this end, I would work to expand incentive programs - such as incentivizing new 
teachers – to keep top talent in our state.
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